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Abstract: This study introduces a novel approach to bolstering quantum key distribution (QKD) security by implementing swift classical channel authentication within the SARG04 and BB84 protocols. We propose mono-authentication, a pioneering paradigm employing quantum-resistant signature algorithms—specifically, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM and RAINBOW—to authenticate solely at the conclusion of communication. Our numerical analysis comprehensively examines the performance of these algorithms across various block sizes (128, 192, and 256 bits) in both block-based and continuous photon transmission scenarios. Through 100 iterations of simulations, we meticulously assess the impact of noise levels on authentication efficacy. Our results notably highlight CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM’s consistent outperformance of RAINBOW, with signature overheads of approximately 0.5% for the QKD-BB84 protocol and 0.4% for the QKD-SARG04 one, when the quantum bit error rate (QBER) is augmented up to 8%. Moreover, our study unveils a correlation between higher security levels and increased authentication times, with CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM maintaining superior efficiency across all key rates up to 10,000 kb/s. These findings underscore the substantial cost and complexity reduction achieved by mono-authentication, particularly in noisy environments, paving the way for more resilient and efficient quantum communication systems.
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1. Introduction

Quantum computing has garnered substantial interest for its potential to outperform classical computers in tackling intricate computational tasks. Grover’s algorithm, for instance, demonstrates a quadratic speedup in searching unstructured databases compared to classical methods, offering significant advantages for optimization problems such as database search and cryptographic key cracking [1]. Similarly, Shor’s algorithm showcases exponential efficiency in factoring large integers, a task traditionally challenging for classical computers [2]. Its implications extend to cryptographic applications, particularly in solving the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, marking a notable advancement in security protocols [3]. Moreover, quantum devices show promise in simulating complex system dynamics, with implications across diverse fields from material science to drug discovery [4].

Recent breakthroughs have underscored quantum computing’s computational edge over classical counterparts, emphasizing its transformative potential across various domains. However, the practical realization of Shor’s algorithm poses significant concerns for internet security, as widely used cryptographic protocols rely on problems like integer factorization and discrete logarithm calculations. While current quantum computers lack the power to execute Shor’s algorithm efficiently, the trajectory of quantum computing advancement necessitates proactive measures to anticipate potential future cryptographic vulnerabilities [5,6].
The scientific community has responded to this challenge through multifaceted initiatives, including the development of quantum-resistant cryptographic algorithms within the realm of post-quantum cryptography (PQC). These algorithms are designed to address problems with exponential time complexity, offering resilience against both conventional and quantum computing paradigms [7,8]. Additionally, alternative strategies leverage quantum key distribution (QKD), which exploits quantum mechanics to secure communication channels inherently susceptible to quantum advancements [9].

QKD functions on the principle of securely distributing cryptographic keys between communicating parties [10,11], addressing the confidentiality aspect of security. However, current QKD protocols predominantly focus on confidentiality, prompting a strategic reassessment of cryptographic methodologies. This involves integrating QKD with PQC to address identity authentication and message integrity, thus forming a comprehensive cryptographic framework capable of withstanding evolving security challenges [12–14].

In classical cryptography, ensuring message confidentiality, identity authentication, and message integrity are primary objectives. Traditional cryptographic protocols, like QKD, primarily focus on ensuring message confidentiality through quantum principles for key distribution. However, current QKD protocols predominantly address only confidentiality, prompting a reevaluation of cryptographic methodologies. One innovative approach is to integrate QKD with PQC, which addresses identity authentication and message integrity challenges posed by both classical and quantum computers. By combining QKD and PQC, a comprehensive cryptographic framework emerges, fortifying classical cryptographic protocols against evolving security challenges and quantum threats.

To authenticate the classical channel within QKD, leveraging post-quantum algorithms is proposed to ensure the highest degree of quantum resistance. This study explores the interplay between PQC and QKD across various scenarios, introducing a novel deferred authentication approach. Investigating its efficacy and implications for security in quantum communication, the study draws parallels with classical cryptography, where security bits are generated during the key exchange process. By scrutinizing each algorithm’s implementation, the study enhances our understanding of the synergies between PQC and QKD, contributing to fortifying quantum communication against emerging threats.

QKD serves as a foundational pillar of security, deriving its strength from the principles of quantum mechanics [10,11]. Its reliability extends to practical systems, ensuring consistent security [15]. QKD has undergone significant evolution, particularly in real-world applications. Notably, secure key rates have surged to 26.2 Mbps, even in the face of a 4 dB channel loss, equivalent to the length of a 20 km optical fiber [16]. Moreover, practical optical fibers have demonstrated the capacity to distribute keys over distances exceeding 500 km [17,18]. Noteworthy achievements include QKD facilitated by the Micius satellite, spanning a distance of 1120 km [19]. These milestones are complemented by the establishment of diverse quantum networks, prominently the expansive network spanning 7600 km [20].

The pioneering research of Claude Shannon illustrated the possibility of achieving genuinely secure communication exclusively through one-time pad encryption, a method reliant on the establishment of a shared symmetric key between communicating entities. This necessitates a secure channel for distributing the key, ensuring its confidentiality and integrity. Upon possessing this shared key, both parties can engage in message encryption and decryption with utmost security. Throughout the key distribution process, verifying the authenticity of each party’s identity is paramount, typically accomplished through robust authentication protocols. However, traditional encryption and authentication techniques lack concrete security guarantees and are susceptible to exploitation by quantum algorithms, notably Shor’s algorithm [21], when applied in quantum computing environments. PQC [22] emerges as a promising avenue, offering cryptographic solutions resilient to attacks from Shor’s algorithm. Nonetheless, PQC’s resilience against other classical or quantum algorithms beyond Shor’s algorithm remains uncertain, highlighting the need
for further exploration. While PQC may serve short-term security needs like authentication admirably, its long-term viability, particularly in information encoding, remains uncertain. To address this uncertainty, they propose an innovative approach that combines the strengths of PQC and QKD. By leveraging PQC for short-term authentication security and QKD for long-term key security, we establish a robust framework for secure communication. This facilitates the use of symmetric keys and one-time pad encryption, ensuring the satisfaction of both short-term and long-term security requirements [23] with the quantum bit error rate (QBER) of less than 0.5%.

Efforts to standardize PQC, which operates efficiently on current classical computers without necessitating specialized hardware, are presently underway within leading international standards bodies such as the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology). While considered a stopgap measure, there remains a minute probability that a novel algorithm could emerge, akin to Shor’s algorithm compromising RSA codes. Nonetheless, there is a growing recognition that QKD and PQC can synergize to offer a holistic solution. QKD techniques excel in highly secure, point-to-point communication links, while PQC exhibits versatility across a broad spectrum of security software applications. Despite the limited deployment of long-range QKD networks, there is an imperative to comprehensively discern their vulnerabilities to a myriad of attacks through standardized benchmarking and testing protocols before integrating them into critical infrastructure sectors. Concurrently, alongside technology and standards development, a concerted effort is required to pinpoint and cultivate real-world applications, drawing inspiration from pioneering initiatives like the European OPENQKD project, aimed at catalyzing widespread adoption of quantum cryptography.

In the past decade, QKD has experienced active and consistent progress in scientific research, application exploration, and industrial development, emerging as one of the most influential and practical quantum information technologies. Several national strategies in quantum science and technology have identified the QKD network as pivotal for realizing the future quantum Internet [24], harnessing its benefits for network information security assurance [25,26]. During this period, numerous innovative QKD protocols and implementations have been continuously refined, resulting in significant breakthroughs in system performance metrics such as maximum transmission distance and secure key rate [27,28]. Efforts have also been directed towards exploring the integrated deployment and flexible networking of QKD with Information and Communication Technology (ICT) systems and networks [29]. Furthermore, various types of QKD systems and encryption solutions have been commercialized by multiple vendors and service providers [30]. Globally, QKD network construction and demonstration application projects, primarily supported by public research and development funds, have been underway in numerous countries and regions [31]. This sustained innovation, application exploration, and commercialization endeavor underscores the significance of QKD-based Quantum Secure Communication (QSC) technology in the impending quantum era. Such advancements have garnered widespread recognition and appreciation from government, academia, and industry stakeholders.

In this paper, fundamental definitions of both quantum mechanics and cryptography based on the QKD-SARG04 and BB84 protocols are explained. It extends to encompass essential concepts intrinsic to classical cryptography, strategically positioned to complement the subsequent exploration of quantum counterparts. This comprehensive foundation lays the groundwork for a holistic understanding of the interdisciplinary intersection between quantum mechanics and cryptography. The methodology employed in this study takes center stage, where the intricate details of the research approach, experimental design, and analytical frameworks can be unveiled. The culmination of applied methodologies and investigative efforts effectively manifests itself in the crucible of empirical findings, showcasing the outcomes, trends, and observations derived from the meticulous implementation of the proposed methodology. The denouement of this work unfolds, where the conclusions drawn from the study are comprehensively discussed. Beyond the
2. Quantum Cryptography and Quantum Key Distribution

The objective of cryptography is to securely transmit confidential information across insecure communication channels, safeguarding against potential eavesdropping and unauthorized access. Encryption plays a pivotal role in ensuring data security, often achieved through the utilization of pre-shared secret keys. The feasibility of achieving absolute security through such methods has been demonstrated, particularly with the use of a one-time pad (OTP) \[32\].

In the OTP scenario, two users, Alice and Bob, possess a key consisting of perfectly correlated bits, ensuring confidentiality during message transmission. The key is applied through a bitwise XOR operation with the message, resulting in a randomized bit string that is transmitted through an insecure channel. This process ensures that the transmitted message remains indecipherable, provided the key is used only once. However, securely distributing the key poses a significant challenge, as demonstrated by Claude Shannon’s recognition of the key distribution problem \[32\]. While classical channels are inadequate for secure key exchange, leveraging quantum channels offers a solution. Quantum mechanics’ unique features enable the transmission of bits with guaranteed confidentiality, as affirmed by the no-cloning theorem \[14\]. This theorem, coupled with quantum states’ inherent collapse upon measurement, forms the foundation of quantum cryptography.

QKD protocols facilitate secure key distribution, encompassing various approaches like prepare-measurement protocols such as BB84 \[10\] and entanglement-based protocols like E91 \[11\]. This study focuses on simulating the SARG04 and BB84 protocols \[33\].

3. QKD Protocols

Utilizing the photon of light as a foundation, it is possible to develop protocols in discrete-variable or continuous-variable formats, each regarding light either as discrete or continuous photons. Discrete-variable QKD protocols capitalize on the particle aspect of light, encoding information within single photon states. Conversely, continuous-variable QKD protocols leverage the wave nature of light, encoding information within its amplitude and/or phase.

Discrete-variable QKD schemes come in two main types: Prepare and Measure (PaM) protocols including BB84 \[10\] and SARG04 \[33\] and Entanglement-Based (EB) protocols, including E91 \[34\] and BBM92 \[35\]. The earliest QKD protocols employed the PaM method, where a qubit state is generated and sent to the recipient party. It is worth noting that, in quantum computing, a quantum bit (qubit) represents a fundamental departure from classical bits and exists in a superposition of both 0 and 1 states simultaneously. Subsequently, EB protocols were introduced, allowing two parties to establish a secret key by performing measurements on a shared quantum state \[36\]. Unlike PaM protocols, EB protocols do not necessitate one communicating node to possess the joint state source or trust it. Instead, quantum correlations between measurements made by legitimate parties on the joint states can be examined using Bell’s theorem inequalities. While EB protocols offer enhanced security by eliminating the need for a trusted quantum source, PaM protocols remain more prevalent due to their simplicity. In this study, the SARG04 protocol in comparison with the BB84 one is effectively utilized.

3.1. BB84 Protocol
The theoretical unconditional security provided by QKD is capable of fulfilling communication security needs. The pioneering QKD protocol, proposed by Bennett and Brassard in 1984 (BB84) [10], has spurred significant theoretical and empirical research interest due to its foundational role in ensuring secure communication by leveraging the principles of quantum mechanics. The BB84 protocol’s ability to detect eavesdropping and ensure secure key exchange has made it a cornerstone of QKD research and development. Theoretical advancements have focused on reducing protocol complexity and enhancing system security. The B92 protocol [37] and the six-state protocol [38] are simplified and improved iterations of the BB84 protocol. The decoy-state protocol [39–41] further refines the BB84 protocol, enabling resistance to photon number-splitting (PNS) attacks. To date, real QKD systems have also been developed, achieving QKD in free-space air channels [42,43] and in optical fiber channels [44,45].

Our study introduces the concept of mono-authentication within QKD-BB84 protocol, a significant innovation aimed at streamlining the authentication process. Unlike traditional methods that authenticate at multiple stages, mono-authentication consolidates the authentication step to the end of the communication session. This not only simplifies the process but also minimizes potential vulnerabilities that adversaries could exploit during intermediate authentication steps. By focusing on a single authentication instance, mono-authentication enhances the overall security and efficiency of QKD systems.

3.2. SARG04 Protocol

The BB84 protocol uses the polarization of photons to create a shared secret key between two parties. The BB84 protocol [46] stands out as one of the most extensively employed QKD schemes renowned for its robust security mechanisms facilitated by the utilization of non-orthogonal states and random basis selections. However, its drawback lies in the protracted key exchange durations, rendering it less efficient. While BB84 exhibits moderate scalability, rendering it suitable for small-scale applications, its utility in larger networks might be limited.

SARG04, founded by Valerio Scarani, Antonio Acín, Gregoire Ribordy, and Nicolas Gisin, represents a 2004 quantum cryptography protocol being evolved from the original protocol of its sort, BB84. The SARG04 protocol is specifically engineered to withstand the photon number splitting attack [33]. Subsequently, an entangled version of the SARG04 protocol showcases its superiority over BB84 in terms of long-distance communication, resilience against Eve’s attack, and secret key rate [47]. The SARG04 protocol creates the n-state protocol, which maintains its reliance on two non-orthogonal quantum states [48].

A SARG04 protocol that uses the time-bin encoding of photons to create a shared secret key between two parties. The SARG04 protocol demonstrates robust resistance against PNS attacks. Similar to the B92 protocol, SARG04 employs two non-orthogonal quantum states. However, SARG04 encodes the bit in the basis rather than the state. Notably, in contrast to BB84, Alice refrains from disclosing her chosen basis to Bob. During the sifting phase, Bob discloses the bits he measured from the received qubits. If a bit revealed by Bob differs from the corresponding bit sent by Alice, it indicates that they utilized different polarization bases for preparation and measurement. In such instances, Alice instructs Bob to accept the bit, and Bob assigns the bit value associated with the unused basis during that measurement. This protocol was subsequently extended to n quantum states [49]. As a result, the SARG04 protocol boasts high security measures and enhanced efficiency compared to BB84, attributed to its utilization of only two states. Nonetheless, its scalability is relatively limited, thereby constraining its applicability within larger network infrastructures.

Both the SARG04 and BB84 protocols entail similar phases of transmission and measurement, with congruent initial steps. However, a pivotal distinction emerges in the subsequent phase. Here, Alice designates a pair of non-orthogonal states [50]. Rather than directly disclosing her chosen bases, she employs one of them to encode each bit. Bob then cross-references his bases for the corresponding bits. If Bob selects the appropriate base,
he accurately measures the state; otherwise, he fails to retrieve the bit [33]. The SARG04 protocol has played a crucial role in establishing the security of photon pulses [51]. Moreover, in scenarios characterized by a weak signal generated by a Poissonian source and received by an imprecise detector, the SARG04 protocol proves to be particularly effective [52].

3.3. Quantum Bit Error Rate

For the Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) [53] in the context of this protocol, there exists a predefined threshold for acceptable errors, capped at 11% [54]. Should the QBER surpass this threshold, it signals a potential intrusion or tampering attempt by an eavesdropper during the communication process. Understanding and monitoring the QBER is crucial for maintaining the security of quantum communication. The calculated QBER serves as an indicator, helping ensure that the quantum key exchange remains robust against potential adversarial interventions.

Bob transmits the calculated QBER value to Alice. Independently, Alice performs her own QBER calculation. The success of the process is contingent upon both parties arriving at the same QBER value, confirming that the quantum communication is intact and secure. If the calculated QBER is below the predefined threshold of 11%, the protocol is deemed successful, and the sifted key is established.

In our quantum communication framework, we utilize the QBER as a critical metric to discern potential eavesdropping activities. Specifically, within the BB84 protocol, we adhere to a stringent constraint, allowing a maximum QBER of 11%. This threshold corresponds to the Holevo bound, indicating the maximum amount of classical information that can be reliably transmitted through a quantum channel. The introduction of a third party into the quantum channel, establishing an entangled state within its Hilbert space, poses a potential vulnerability. This scenario arises when Bob’s measurement indirectly prepares the eavesdropper’s state, thereby revealing certain information about the quantum states transmitted by Alice. Mathematically, the 11% threshold represents the point at which the allowed errors are capped. This is crucial to ensure that the mutual information between Alice and Bob remains greater than the information shared between Alice and the eavesdropper. Staying below this 11% threshold is imperative to maintain the security of the key exchange, as surpassing it would indicate a compromise in the integrity of the communication, prompting the need to discard the keys.

4. Strengthening QKD: Advancing Security through Post-Quantum Cryptography

In the post-processing phase of quantum communication, conducted within the conventional channel accessible to the public, users must prioritize verifying the authenticity of their communication partners and ensuring the integrity of public messages to prevent unauthorized alterations. To address this security vulnerability, we recommend incorporating authentication measures to establish a stronger and more secure framework, thereby protecting against potential threats to the integrity of quantum communication.

Authenticating the classical channel in QKD protocols entails various methods. However, some rely on pre-distributed keys from the initial round, which poses scalability challenges [55,56]. An optimal solution involves utilizing a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). In this approach, trust is centralized in a Certificate Authority (CA), eliminating the need for individual user trust. The CA manages the distribution of public and private keys for each user, facilitating effective authentication through signature and verification algorithms. This PKI-based approach enhances scalability and trust within the QKD protocol.

Digital signatures are crucial for verifying the authenticity of transmitted data. This scheme comprises three key components: the key-pair, consisting of public and secret keys generated through a key generation algorithm; the signing algorithm, which creates the signature; and the verifying algorithm, which determines the success or failure of the verification process given the public key and message. These signatures guarantee the integrity and origin of exchanged data, thereby affirming the authenticity of the key exchange.
Signatures play a pivotal role in ensuring information–theoretic security within QKD. As long as the authentication process remains uncompromised during communication, QKD security is maintained at an information–theoretic level. This security remains resilient against decryption attempts, even if the public key signature is deciphered later [57]. Thus, reliance on the public key signature emerges as a singular and crucial element in the overall security framework. It is essential to emphasize that when referring to signatures, we encompass the entire verification process.

The effectiveness of digital signatures depends on the complexity of a mathematical challenge. This challenge, when combined with the right public and private keys, is easily solvable, but its difficulty escalates without the correct keys. In our efforts, we utilize exclusively post-quantum algorithms, which are based on mathematical problems resistant to decryption attempts by quantum computers. These algorithms are chosen for their ability to withstand cryptanalytic attacks enabled by quantum computing capabilities.

We now introduce mathematical challenges that pose significant hurdles even for quantum computers, along with the algorithms designed for inclusion in this study. All these algorithms are finalists in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) competition, strategically designed to standardize optimal algorithms in response to the looming threat posed by quantum computers. The selection process involves rigorous evaluation through multiple rounds of analysis. It is important to note that while these algorithms currently demonstrate resilience against decryption attempts, they face the challenge of potential vulnerabilities emerging from future cryptanalysis. Recently, one algorithm encountered a security breach, prompting a reevaluation of its robustness, highlighting the dynamic nature of cryptographic landscapes and the continuous effort to stay ahead of emerging threats.

Our initial focus is on lattice-based cryptosystems, renowned for their well-rounded performance. Notable algorithms grounded in this mathematical problem include CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM [58] and FALCON [59], which have officially been announced by NIST to standardize them. The prominence of lattice-based cryptosystems lies in their believed effectiveness across various cryptographic metrics, positioning them as robust contenders in the evolving landscape of post-quantum cryptographic solutions.

Another mathematical problem under consideration is multivariate-based cryptography, which relies on solving systems of multivariate polynomial equations. RAINBOW was initially a candidate rooted in this problem domain [60]. However, it is crucial to note, RAINBOW has been eliminated from consideration. In cryptographic terms, a primitive is considered “broken” when an attack compromises its security level, failing to uphold its advertised robustness. This elimination underscores the rigorous evaluation process and the commitment to ensuring cryptographic solutions maintain their advertised levels of security.

In conclusion, we shift our focus to hash-based cryptosystems, which offer one-time signature schemes based on hash functions and the security assumptions of one-way functions. An exemplary solution in this domain is SPHINCS+ [61], which has officially been announced by NIST. Hash-based cryptosystems, leveraging the robustness of one-time signature schemes, contribute to the evolving landscape of post-quantum cryptographic solutions, providing an alternative approach to address security challenges posed by quantum advancements. A critical consideration is ensuring the resilience of authentication algorithms to prevent unauthorized access for at least the number of bits exchanged. The concept of the security level, indicating the efficacy of signature algorithms, encapsulates this necessity. For an exchanged key of $n$ bits, the security level mandates that an attacker would need to perform $2^n$ operations to successfully guess the key.

The post-quantum signature algorithms utilized in this study, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM, SPHINCS+, and RAINBOW, are selected to offer distinct security levels. We explore security levels equivalent to 128, 192, and 256 bits of security. Notably, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM and RAINBOW offer algorithms catering to all these security levels. Each algorithm’s name, contingent on the security level, is detailed in Table 1. This meticulous
consideration of security levels underscores the commitment to fortifying the authentication process against potential breaches.

Table 1. Compilation of post-quantum algorithms and corresponding security levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Bits</th>
<th>DILITHIUM</th>
<th>SPHINCS+</th>
<th>FALCON</th>
<th>RAINBOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>DILITHIUM 2</td>
<td>SPHINCS-128f-simple</td>
<td>FALCON 512</td>
<td>RAINBOW IIIc-classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>DILITHIUM 3</td>
<td>SPHINCS-192f-simple</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RAINBOW Vc-classic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>DILITHIUM 5</td>
<td>SPHINCS-256f-simple</td>
<td>FALCON 1024</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having established the foundational concepts, we now turn our attention to the methodology and contributions of this work based on QKD authentication model integrated with PQC. Our forthcoming analysis focuses on a comparative evaluation of the performance exhibited by the four post-quantum algorithms introduced earlier. To provide additional insights, Table 2 presents variations in sizes among various parameters generated by these algorithms. This comparative assessment aims to uncover nuances in their performance characteristics, contributing to a deeper understanding of their applicability and effectiveness in quantum-resistant authentication.

Table 2. The sizes in bytes for secret keys (SK), public keys (PK), and signatures (sig) across three distinct security levels, 128, 192, and 256 bits, are presented. These measurements apply to each post-quantum algorithm examined in this study. All the reported values ensure a reliable and standardized benchmark for performance assessment in the realm of post-quantum cryptography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Bits</th>
<th>Size in Bytes</th>
<th>Post-Quantum Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>DILITHIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>2544</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>1312</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>2420</td>
<td>16,972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|               | PK            | DILITHIUM | SPHINCS+ | FALCON | RAINBOW |
| 128           | 4016          | 96        | -        | 1,408,736 |
| 192           | 1952          | 48        | -        | 1,930,600 |
| 256           | 3293          | 35,664    | -        | 212     |

|               | Sig           | DILITHIUM | SPHINCS+ | FALCON | RAINBOW |
| 128           | 4880          | 128       | 2305     | -       |
| 192           | 2592          | 64        | 1793     | -       |
| 256           | 4595          | 49,216    | 1276     | -       |

Table 2 presents the sizes of signatures and key pairs for each post-quantum algorithm under examination. This table offers a comprehensive overview of key characteristics inherent to the studied algorithms. Notably, it highlights differences, particularly in the signature size for RAINBOW compared to other algorithms. Similarly, distinctions are observed in the key pair size for SPHINCS+. These nuances provide insights into the unique attributes and performance variations among the selected PQC algorithms.

5. QKD Authentication Model Setup and Details

In this study, our primary objective is to ascertain the most effective method for authenticating the classical channel within the BB84 and SARG04 protocols, leveraging the capabilities of post-quantum signature algorithms. Additionally, our focus extends to a detailed exploration of specific scenarios, leading us to formulate a set of recommendations tailored for practical implementation in a BB84 and SARG04 experimental QKD
setups. To achieve this goal, we employ Python to simulate the procedural intricacies of the BB84 and SARG04 protocols.

A comprehensive breakdown of the technical aspects of this simulation is provided, offering an in-depth understanding of the simulation’s intricacies and methodologies. This simulation serves as a pivotal tool in our quest to refine classical channel authentication within the BB84 and SARG04 frameworks and extract practical insights for real-world QKD implementations. To achieve the requested outcomes, we conduct simulations of the QKD protocols, specifically the BB84 and SARG04 protocols. Our simulation will be implemented in a Python3 script. The Python3 script from Github.com encapsulates the entire simulation process, encompassing the BB84 and SARG04 protocols, classical channel authentication, error correction, and privacy amplification. Within this repository, one can also find the data processing procedures employed to generate the plots presented in this work. This open-access repository serves as a valuable resource for those interested in exploring the intricacies of the simulation and reproducing the results outlined in this study.

Initially, our exploration mirrors a process akin to classical cryptography, involving a key exchange. Within this framework, the QKD protocol is invoked to generate a predetermined number of bits, serving as the foundation for a subsequent symmetric key. The focus then shifts to evaluating the efficacy of various algorithms in authenticating the classical channel within the BB84 and SARG04 protocols. To scrutinize the performance of these algorithms, we meticulously examine specific variables across different security levels. This comprehensive analysis encompasses a thorough investigation of the variables under consideration throughout this study.

5.1. Mono-Authentication

Our initial exploration delves into determining the optimal steps within the protocols for authentication. In the sole authenticated QKD experimental implementation currently available [23], the implemented signature scheme involves signing and verifying at multiple stages of the protocol [57]. This investigation aims to discern the most effective points within the protocol for the authentication process. Mono-authentication, as defined in this context, refers to a process where authentication unfolds at various stages throughout the communication. In Figure 1, we pinpoint precisely where these signature operations take place. This approach involves incorporating authentication mechanisms at multiple steps to enhance the overall security and integrity of the communication process. We advocate for a mono-authentication style, wherein the signature generation occurs after the key exchange, concluding the communication. This approach involves Alice signing all the information she has transmitted to Bob, sending it to Bob for verification, and vice versa.

Bob communicates his readiness to Alice by transmitting the basis in which he has measured each bit, denoted as $\psi_{B_r}^B$. Subsequently, Alice initiates the crucial process of basis sifting. This involves Alice identifying and retaining bits in her bit string, $\psi_{\text{indAB}}^A$, that align with Bob’s chosen basis, while discarding those with a mismatched basis. Following this initial sifting, Alice generates a new random bit string, $\psi_{\text{indAB}}^A$. This string plays a pivotal role in determining which bits Alice will make public, forming $\psi_{\text{chkAB}}^A$, and which bits she will preserve as a secret key, denoted as $\psi_{\text{KAB}}^A$. Specifically, $\psi_{\text{chkAB}}^A$ encompasses the substring of $\psi_{\text{AB}}^A$ for which the corresponding bits in $\psi_{\text{indAB}}^A$ are set to 1, while $\psi_{\text{KAB}}^A$ is composed of bits where the indicator is 0. Upon completing this intricate process, Alice publicly discloses $\psi_{\text{AB}}^A$, $\psi_{\text{indAB}}^A$, and $\psi_{\text{chkAB}}^A$. Importantly, Alice’s revelation of her basis choice at this stage holds significance, as Bob has already measured the transmitted qubits. This proactive measure ensures that quantum communication remains secure, guarding against potential interference from eavesdroppers.
Figure 1. The signature style within the BB84 protocol is characterized by several key components [57]. In terms of communication, a visual representation is provided through the use of continuous orange arrows denoting information sent via the classical channel. Conversely, dotted orange arrows signify communication through the quantum channel, emphasizing the exchange of quantum information. The PQC algorithm is used to sign the Alice and Bob message digest and the nonce under their respective private keys to generate signatures.

Bob engages in a thorough comparison between Alice’s encoded bit string, $\psi^A_{indAB}$, and his own measured counterpart, $\psi^B_{indAB}$. During this process, he discards bits in his measured bit string, $\psi^B_{indAB}$, where the basis choices deviate from Alice’s selections. Subsequently, leveraging the previously generated random bit string $\psi^{B, r}_{indAB}$, Bob follows a procedure akin to Alice’s to obtain his sifted bit string components: $\psi^A_{BA}$ (the revealed bit string) and $\psi^{B, f}_{BA}$ (the final secret key). It is noteworthy that the alignment of $\psi^A_{BA}$ with $\psi^{B, f}_{BA}$ is pivotal, as it allows Bob to determine the number of matching bits between the two. This comparison becomes the basis for estimating the QBER in the derived key. The QBER is defined as

$$QBER = \frac{(\psi^B_{BA} - \psi^A_{BA}) + (\psi^B_{BA} - \psi^A_{BA})}{n_r}$$

where

- $\psi^B_{BA}$ is the number of 0 bits in $\psi^B_{BA}$
- $\psi^A_{BA}$ is the number of 1 bit in $\psi^A_{BA}$
- $\psi^B_{BA}$ is the number of 0 bit in $\psi^B_{BA}$
- $\psi^A_{BA}$ is the number of 1 bit in $\psi^A_{BA}$

The length of the string containing the revealed bits is denoted as $n_r$, where $n_r = \text{len}(\psi^A_{indAB}|i = A \text{ or } B)$ equals the length of the string.

At Alice’s error correction and privacy amplification stage, the primary objective is to securely exchange a secret key between Alice and Bob. The secret keys derived from previous steps are denoted as $\psi^A_{EAB}$ and $\psi^B_{EAB}$. Due to inherent noise in the communication channel, these keys may not match perfectly ($\psi^A_{EAB} \neq \psi^B_{EAB}$). Our goal is to synchronize these keys to ensure they are identical. It is important to note that the original BB84
protocol did not account for noise in the communication channel, which led to the later introduction of error correction mechanisms. These mechanisms were added to rectify discrepancies and ensure the successful and secure exchange of the key between Alice and Bob.

Once it is confirmed that no eavesdropper has tampered with the quantum communication, the participants begin the error correction process. The goal is to align their respective strings, achieving the highest level of mutual information between Alice and Bob. Alice starts the error correction process by creating a hash of her secret key, $\Psi_{kAB}^A$, using the function $F$ as:

$$F: F' \leftarrow F(\Psi_{kAB}^A)$$

(2)

$F'$ denotes the outcome of a secure hashing procedure, guaranteeing consistent results for specific inputs while preventing the original input from being inferred. This deterministic hashing is vital for synchronizing keys between Alice and Bob during error correction.

After error correction, the subsequent step is privacy amplification, a pivotal process aimed at bolstering key confidentiality. In mathematical terms, this entails minimizing the mutual information between Alice and Eve to the fullest extent possible. To accomplish this, Alice introduces a random permutation, denoted as $P \in \mathcal{P}$, where $\mathcal{P}$ represents the set of permutations. Alice applies this permutation $P$ to her secret key and then hashes the result using the same hash function utilized in the prior error correction phase. The resultant value, denoted as $\Psi_{skAB}^A = F(P(\Psi_{kAB}^A))$, signifies the ultimate secret key following privacy amplification. This method ensures the continued security of the key. The overall procedure unfolds as:

$$\text{Alice: } P \in \mathcal{P} \rightarrow F \rightarrow \text{Bob: } \Psi_{skAB}^A := F(P(\Psi_{kAB}^A))$$

(3)

At this point, Alice completes her part in the protocol. In the last phase, she communicates crucial details to Bob essential for error correction and privacy amplification. This involves sharing information such as the hash of the private key ($F'$), the random permutation ($P$), and specifying the hash function she employed ($F$). Together, these elements equip Bob with the required parameters to execute the final protocol steps, guaranteeing the synchronization and security of the resultant secret key.

In the final phase of the key exchange, Bob initiates error correction and privacy amplification upon receiving the transmitted data from Alice. He begins by utilizing the hash ($F'$) provided by Alice to conduct error correction. Bob computes the hash of his own key ($F'' = F(\Psi_{kAB}^B)$). A comparison between $F'$ and $F''$ is then made, and any disparity ($F' \neq F''$) indicates errors within the key. To rectify these errors, Bob systematically tests bit flips in his key until the computed hashes match. This meticulous process ensures alignment between the keys of Alice and Bob. Importantly, for potential eavesdroppers attempting to compromise the key, the task of brute-forcing a pre-image of the hash is impractical and computationally daunting. This robust approach underscores the security of the key exchange, instilling confidence in the unassailable integrity of the shared secret key.

To mitigate the computational burden associated with lengthy calculations, the implementation strategically limits the acceptable number of errors in the used key, a crucial parameter known as the maximum corrected errors. Bob systematically explores various combinations, initially attempting to flip one bit of his key at a time and comparing each potential option’s hash to $F'$. If this initial search fails, he repeats the process with two errors, continuing until conducting a brute force search capped at a predetermined maximum number of errors. If Bob exhausts all combinations without finding a hash match, he discards the key, triggering a restart of the QKD process—an abortive measure. Conversely, upon discovering matching hashes, he corrects these errors, resulting in the refined secret key denoted as $\Psi_{kAB}^{B'}$. Subsequently, Bob proceeds with privacy
amplification, culminating in the generation of the shared secret key $Ψ_{SKAB}^B = ρ\left(p\left(Ψ_{AB}^B\right)\right)$, where $Ψ_{SKAB}^B = Ψ_{KAB}^A$, indicating the successful exchange of a secret key utilizing quantum states.

A detailed schematic of this process is depicted in Figure 1, illustrating the sequential steps involved in this mono-authentication style. Within the mono-authentication approach, only two signatures are executed at the conclusion of the communication. An important consideration in this process is the error correction applied to the exchanged bit string. In scenarios where the key undergoes correction and the process is restarted, certain signatures may be discarded. In the context of mono-signature, emphasis is placed on the non-aborted instances, ensuring that only successfully completed signatures contribute to the authentication process.

First and foremost, the process begins with the invocation of $PQAlg.KeyGen()$, a function that generates both secret keys (SK) and public keys (PK) for users Alice and Bob. $PQAlg$ specifically represents the chosen post-quantum algorithm implemented for authentication purposes. Integral to the authentication process are the signatures ($σ$), produced as outputs of the $PQAlg.Sign_{SK}()$ functions. These signatures play a crucial role and are transmitted through the classical channel. The subsequent verification step is pivotal. Utilizing $PQAlg.Verify_{PK}()$, the received signatures undergo scrutiny to determine their authenticity. The success of this authentication process dictates the seamless continuation of subsequent steps within the protocol. This comprehensive overview sheds light on the intricacies of the BB84 protocol’s signature style, encompassing key generation, communication modalities, signature generation, and the critical verification step that ensures the integrity of the authentication process.

Our authentication protocol incorporates a PK infrastructure enhanced with PQC algorithms, including CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM, SPHINCS+, and RAINBOW. Both the transmitter and receiver exchange certificates and sign the message with their private keys, subsequently verifying the signatures using public keys. To mitigate replay attacks, our mono-authentication protocol integrates the use of a nonce.

In summary, our approach leveraged cutting-edge PQC signature algorithms in tandem with a robust PK infrastructure to realize efficient and quantum-resistant authentication for QKD. The utilization of this advanced cryptographic technique not only ensures heightened security against potential quantum threats but also maintains the operational efficiency of QKD systems, such as key generation rates. By integrating PQC authentication, the conventional role of trusted relays within QKD networks can be supplanted by innovative optical switches, ushering in a new era of decentralized and streamlined connectivity. Each user’s interaction is streamlined through the acquisition of a singular digital certificate via the PK, enabling seamless direct links between any pair of users without the need for complex symmetric key distribution. Furthermore, the onboarding process for new network participants is simplified, requiring only the acquisition of a digital certificate rather than extensive key exchanges, thus facilitating swift integration into the QKD network fabric. In contrast to traditional pre-shared key methods, the adoption of PQC authentication brings tangible benefits in terms of operational simplicity and resource efficiency. Additionally, by reducing reliance on trusted relays, the security posture of the entire QKD network is fortified, ensuring resilience against potential vulnerabilities in the network infrastructure.

5.2. Quantum Communication Metrics: QBER, Maximum Corrected Errors, and Overhead

In our analysis, we introduce the concept of the probability $ρ$ representing a random flip induced by the noise within the quantum channel. This probability aligns closely with the QBER, serving as an estimation of errors within the quantum channel. For the sake of simplicity, we treat QBER and $ρ$ as interchangeable, assuming their equivalence for easier notation. The QBER holds significance in our study and serves as a crucial variable. To ground our investigation, we reference the experimentally estimated QBER in an
Authenticated QKD implementation [23]. Our examination of the QBER extends to an error threshold of 1.1%, the maximum value observed in experimental settings. Additionally, we delve into assessing the authentication cost concerning the time required for protocol execution, a metric we term as overhead. In certain instances, we break down the authentication process into its signature and verification components. This division allows for a more detailed comparison of the performance of each algorithm relative to the others. In such cases, we explicitly distinguish between mono-signatures/verifications, contributing to a nuanced analysis of algorithmic efficiency.

An additional parameter under consideration is the count of corrected errors. To manage computational resources effectively, we limit the correction process to address up to three errors. This decision is based on practical considerations, as a brute force search for four errors proves to be time-consuming. Details on the time required for worst-case error correction scenarios are presented in Table 3. Whenever the actual number of errors surpasses the predetermined limit for correction, the entire key associated with that exchange is discarded. Consequently, the exchange is aborted, and the protocol is restarted. The frequency of such aborts becomes another parameter of interest in our study, shedding light on the robustness and reliability of the key distribution process.

Table 3. The maximum time in seconds, denoted in parentheses alongside the number of hashes performed, across three distinct security levels—128, 192, and 256—for varying maximum numbers of corrected bits. This analysis provides insights into the computational efficiency and resource requirements associated with different levels of error correction within the specified security contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Bits</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>≈0.005 s (1 h)</td>
<td>≈0.022 s (129 h)</td>
<td>≈0.95 s (8257 h)</td>
<td>≈40 s (691,000 h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>≈0.006 s (1 h)</td>
<td>≈0.036 s (193 h)</td>
<td>≈3.5 s (18,529 h)</td>
<td>≈188 s (2,341,089 h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>≈0.007 s (1 h)</td>
<td>≈8 s (32,897 h)</td>
<td>≈8 s (32,897 h)</td>
<td>≈581 s (5,559,937 h)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The failure time is computed for the error correction process. Table 3 presents the maximum (averaged) time that the script incurs in conducting a brute force search to address errors. This metric serves as an indicator of the computational overhead and time investment involved in rectifying errors during the error correction phase.

The count of hashes performed, presented in each cell, is derived from the combinatorial formula, which is used to determine the total number of unique hash operations conducted during the specified computational processes. This calculation offers insights into the computational complexity and hashing requirements associated with different scenarios and parameters.

\[ nC_r = \frac{n!}{r!(n-r)!} \]  

(4)

The formula utilized for calculating the number of hashes performed is expressed as \( nC_r \), where “\( n \)” represents the total number of bits under consideration (128, 192, or 256), and “\( r \)” corresponds to the maximum number of corrected bits. This formula provides a systematic approach to quantify the hashing operations required for various configurations, facilitating a detailed analysis of the computational demands involved.

In this context, it is important to note that the cumulative count of hashes includes those from the preceding rounds. For instance, in the scenario of a 128-bit key with a brute force search allowing up to one error, the process involves hashing the original string (1 hash) and subsequently hashing the 128 possible combinations corresponding to flipping only one bit (128 hashes). In total, this results in 129 hashes. This principle applies consistently across the different cases under consideration.
Having thoroughly examined the introduced parameters, our focus shifted to investigating how the quantity of exchanged keys influences the performance of the algorithms. This exploration entailed studying a practical QKD setup characterized by a continuous photon stream. Our approach involved periodic authentication of the exchanged bits within a predefined timeframe, guided by a specified key rate, rather than a static request for a specific number of bits at the initiation of each round.

5.3. Compact, Moderate, and Sizable Compartments

In our exploration of a continuous photon stream within the QKD protocol, we investigated how the authentication time for each post-quantum algorithm is affected by the size of the cryptographic key. Initially, we examined the temporal aspects associated with the authentication process of each algorithm across a range of key sizes, from 0 to 2000 bits. Subsequently, we categorized these outcomes into three distinct bins based on key size ranges. The small bin comprised key sizes between 0 and 100 bits, the medium bin covered the range from 100 to 500 bits, and the large bin encompassed key sizes from 500 to 2000 bits. This systematic categorization facilitated a detailed analysis, allowing us to compare algorithmic performance across scenarios characterized by varying key length requirements, from smaller to medium and larger keys.

5.4. Different Key Rates

In the final phase of our study, we explore how the designated key rate influences authentication costs during the continuous basis sifting process. Generating the sifted key poses the challenge of timing and frequency of authentication, with unique features for each post-quantum algorithm. Our strategy involves identifying the optimal period for each algorithm to minimize signature execution time within this continuous timeframe. To offer practical insights, we provide a detailed table outlining the recommended minimum signature times for each algorithm. This thorough guide empowers users to find the minimum waiting time between signatures, tailored to the specific demands of a given key rate. This approach enhances the understanding of the relationship between key rate dynamics and authentication efficiency, aiding informed decision-making in QKD setups.

6. Outcomes of QKD Mono-Authentication

Findings are presented by concerning two transmission scenarios: block-based and continuous photon wave, which can be generated through a tunable laser, spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC), an optical parametric generator (OPG), or an optical parametric oscillator (OPO). Our analysis comprises 100 iterations for the mono-authentication algorithm based on the BB84 and SARG04 protocols. We evaluate the efficacy of various post-quantum algorithms in the mono-authentication method across different parameters. Initially, we analyze how the outcomes are influenced by the level of noise present in the quantum channel and then in continuous photon stream. Regarding the mono-authentication method, we observe in the plot that the SARG04 signature times are always slower than the BB84 signature ones as shown in Figure 2. For example, in the RAINBOW, we can observe that the SARG04 signature time is 0.08 s, while it is 0.5 s for the BB84 signature time.

An intriguing finding is the consistent overhead of authentication in the mono-authentication configuration with CRISTALS-DILITHIUM, as depicted in Figure 3. For the BB84 protocol, this overhead remains at approximately 0.5%, while for the SARG04 protocol, it stands at 0.4%. However, there is a notable decrease in overhead for RAINBOW mono-authentication, dropping from 70 to 50% for the BB84 protocol and from 60 to 39% for the SARG04 one. It is worth noting that the security bits are 128 in this simulation. The following observations are made with the QBER fixed at 11%, representing the worst-case scenario observed experimentally.
Figure 2. The signature time of mono-authentication as a function of the QBER for the two distinct protocols.

Figure 3. The overhead of the mono-authentication as a function of the QBER for two different protocols.

We investigated the optimal threshold for maximum corrected errors within the mono-authentication algorithm. As depicted in Figure 4, we observed a notable increase in the total authentication time for the SARG04 protocol as the error correction bits escalated as well as with the security bits. Additionally, we computed the duration required to rectify a specific number of errors relative to the key size and noted a corresponding increase with the number of maximum corrected bits. The maximum durations for correcting between 0 and 3 errors across each security level are documented in Table 3.

Examining Figure 5 sheds light on why authentication becomes more financially burdensome in cases where no corrections are made. The trend becomes evident: as the security level escalates, the number of rejected keys surges in the absence of error rectification. This surge in rejections is primarily attributed to the introduction of a QBER of 0.011.
Moreover, longer keys inherently harbor a heightened likelihood of containing errors, amplifying the rejection frequency.

Figure 4. The graph illustrates the total authentication time, encompassing both signature and verification durations, alongside the time required for error correction, across varying maximum corrected bits given in Table 3. These data points are presented for three distinct security levels, all under a constant QBER of 11%.

Figure 5. The varying security bits led to the key’s rejection, correlating with the number of bits selected for correction.

In this section, our inquiry delves into elucidating the minimum intervals essential for recommencing QKD authentication, contingent upon the bit rate of photons transmitted through the quantum channel. Nonetheless, prior to embarking on this investigation, it is imperative to ascertain the duration required by each algorithm to authenticate a designated quantity of bits.

Figure 6 illustrates that CRYSSTALS-DILITHIUM for mono-authentication for two different security bits 128 and 256 for the SARG04 protocol at the key rate of 50 kb/s exhibits
the highest authentication rate, while RAINBOW performs the least efficiently. Interestingly, in most scenarios, the authentication performance appears to be largely unaffected by the number of bits being signed, particularly when signing up to 2000 bits. It is noteworthy that these results were derived after conducting a comprehensive analysis of the time taken by each algorithm to authenticate a range of bits, approximately from 0 to 2000, prior to averaging them to obtain the presented outcomes.

![Figure 6](image_url)  
**Figure 6.** The plot illustrates the signature and verification times for two post-quantum algorithms, computed for the mono-authentication scheme based on the QKD-SARG04 protocol.

In Table 4, we determine the rate at which each algorithm can generate signatures per second relative to a given key rate. Since none of the algorithms complete an exchange of more than 2000 bits within the specified time intervals, continuous authentication remains feasible within those periods. Notably, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM displays the highest throughput, while RAINBOW exhibits the slowest performance. For example, considering a key rate of 100 kbps, the minimal duration required to authenticate the transmitted data within the designated timeframe is 0.0011 s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Bits</th>
<th>Key Rate (kb/s)</th>
<th>CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM Time (s)</th>
<th>RAINBOW Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mono-authentication approach significantly enhances authentication efficiency by delivering results swiftly. Noise serves as a critical factor amplifying the divergence in performance between verification and signature methods, as well as in overhead authentication. It is noteworthy that in noisy channel environments, mono-authentication emerges as the optimal implementation, as it remains unaffected by any QKD parameter. In contexts where the quantum channel incurs substantial costs, meticulous error scrutiny
takes precedence. Conversely, in scenarios with exceptionally economical quantum channels, the preferred strategy often involves discarding keys and initiating fresh exchanges.

In our evaluation of post-quantum algorithms, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM has consistently demonstrated outstanding performance in total authentication time, encompassing both signature and verification phases. Remarkably, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM exhibits minimal overhead, consistently below 0.5% for both BB84 and SARG04 protocols. Further exploration across various security levels reveals a discernible trend: as authentication costs rise, processing durations extend. Consequently, transactions with lower security bit levels tend to feature shorter authentication times. To conclude, the analysis of recommendations across different key rates consistently highlights CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM’s superior performance over the RAINBOW post-quantum scheme.

In the final phase, we successfully applied the PQC CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM algorithm within the context of a QKD point-to-point link, spanning fiber distances ranging from 1 to 1000 km. As depicted in Figure 7, the key rates exhibit a characteristic decline with increasing fiber length, aligning closely with theoretical predictions. To gain further insights, we conducted a comparative analysis of key rates across varying fiber lengths, employing both the QKD-BB84 and QKD-SARG04 protocols. Notably, the disparity in average key rates between the two protocols was found to be less than 0.5 standard deviations, indicating a high degree of consistency in their performance.

Figure 7. When QKD is authenticated with the PQC CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM algorithm, the secure key rate varies with the fiber length.

In contrast, we conducted a comparison between our theoretical QKD system, utilizing the PQC mono-authentication CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM algorithm, and an experimental PQC authentication method employing the Shor algorithm [23]. Our algorithm demonstrates a superior key rate of up to 10,000 kb/s and supports longer fiber lengths of up to 1000 km. However, it requires experimental validation, which constitutes a primary objective of our future research endeavors.

The impact of the proposed mono-authentication paradigm on QKD security encompasses its repercussions and influences on the security framework of QKD systems. Unlike conventional methods, mono-authentication streamlines the authentication process, consolidating it into a single step at the conclusion of communication. This consolidation offers potential benefits by simplifying authentication and minimizing vulnerabilities that adversaries could exploit. Evaluating the impact involves examining how the approach...
affects the overall security posture of QKD systems, considering its strengths, weaknesses, and implications for securing quantum communication.

While our study predominantly focuses on numerically analyzing post-quantum algorithms within mono-authentication scenarios in QKD protocols, the broader implications of our approach on QKD security warrant thorough exploration. Mono-authentication, as advocated in our study, represents a significant shift in the authentication process within QKD systems, optimizing efficiency by condensing authentication into a singular, conclusive step. This streamlined process not only enhances protocol efficiency but also introduces potential security benefits by reducing opportunities for adversary intervention during authentication. Furthermore, our findings highlight the superior performance of CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM and its efficiency in communication steps, bolstering the security and resilience of QKD implementations. Additionally, our study underscores the importance of considering real-world factors, such as noise in QKD scenarios, which may influence the effectiveness of authentication methods. Moving forward, exploring the broader implications of our approach on QKD security entails assessing its resilience against quantum attacks, scalability in large-scale QKD deployments, and compatibility with emerging quantum technologies. Through addressing these aspects, our aim is to not only advance QKD security but also contribute to the broader field of quantum cryptography, facilitating secure communication in the quantum computing era.

7. Conclusions

Our study has undertaken a comprehensive numerical analysis of two post-quantum algorithms, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM and RAINBOW, selected from the NIST standardization process. We specifically focused on their performance within the mono-authentication scenario across varying security levels, examining block sizes of 128, 192, or 256 bits in both block-based and continuous photon transmission scenarios. Our investigation revealed the consistent superiority of mono-authentication, particularly within the QKD-BB84 and SARG04 protocols. Additionally, CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM demonstrated faster performance and greater efficiency compared to RAINBOW algorithms with excellent overheads and QBER for both protocols, highlighting its potential for enhancing QKD security. Our findings indicate that mono-authentication significantly reduces the cost and complexity of QKD, particularly in noisy environments, thereby paving the way for more robust and efficient quantum communication systems.

Furthermore, our analysis underscored the critical role of noise in realistic QKD scenarios, emphasizing the need to optimize error correction strategies as quantum channels improve. While our findings suggest promising avenues for improving QKD security, further exploration is warranted, particularly in assessing the scalability and applicability of mono-authentication in diverse computing environments. Looking ahead, there are several directions for advancing this research. One avenue involves establishing a security proof for the mono-authentication method to ensure its mathematical robustness. Alternatively, exploring the integration of hash functions presents an intriguing opportunity to enhance both security and efficiency in future studies. Therefore, in future work, we plan to conduct an experimental comprehensive comparison between our mono-authentication paradigm and the proposed previous method [23], which may involve the Shor algorithm. Such analysis will provide insights into different authentication approaches’ strengths and weaknesses and
their broader impact on QKD security. Through this comparative study, we aim to advance research in quantum cryptography and bolster the security of QKD systems.
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